Long latency evoked potential database for clinical applications: justification and examples.
We summarize our experience with the clinical utility of long latency evoked potential (EP) data in clinical QEEG studies. In contrast to common wisdom, such EP data are consistent across appropriately chosen age groups. In a healthy adult population, EP data correlate consistently with independently collected psychological variables. In our pediatric referral population, EP data are of greatest and most unique value in the learning disabilities but also augment detection of abnormality in epilepsy and behavioral abnormality. Selection of subjects for a clinical database on the basis of examined medical, neurological and behavioral health, forms adequately consistent groupings for clinical utility. The use of the Z-SPM is essential for detection of EP abnormality. A minimum of three replications within a clinical study protects against chance/false positives. Also, the true data dimensionality within EP data sets is far less than the total number of variables typically collected.